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SESSION 3: RISK FACTORS-GENETIC AND CONSTITUTIONAL

Genetics of osteoarthritis

Flavia M Cicuttini, Tim D Spector

Osteoarthritis is the most frequent cause of
musculoskeletal disability in developed coun-
tries. The multifactorial nature of osteoarthri-
tis is well recognised, with a number of
environmental risk factors such as obesity,'3
previous injury,45 and meniscectomy6 strongly
associated with the development of osteoar-
thritis. The role of genetic factors in the devel-
opment of osteoarthritis has received consider-
able attention, aided by the rapidly expanding
knowledge of molecular biology.
For over 50 years a strong genetic

component to certain forms of osteoarthritis
has been believed to be present. Early studies
by Stecher in 19417 showed that Heberden's
nodes of the fingers were three times as
common in the sisters of 64 affected subjects as
in the general population. They concluded that
these lesions were inherited as a single
autosomal dominant gene with a strong female
predominance. Family studies performed in
the early 1960s in the United Kingdom on 20
male and 32 female probands with generalised
osteoarthritis suggested that first degree
relatives were twice as likely also to have radio-
graphic generalised disease.8 Subsequent stud-
ies provided additional evidence for the famil-
ial occurrence of Heberden' s and Bouchard' s
nodes and of degenerative arthritis involving
multiple joints."' In a study of 391 cases of
osteoarthritis, 120 patients, largely middle
aged women, were identified to as having a
polyarthritis characterised by signs of
inflammation and an acute inset of symptoms.
Twenty per cent of these patients gave a family
history of similar joint disease.'2 This and other
studies suggested a polygenic form of
inheritance rather than a single gene defect.3 14
The most common form of inherited

osteoarthritis is primary generalised osteoar-
thritis.91' A genetic predisposition has been
suggested by the association with the
HLA-A1B816 and HIA-B817 haplotypes and
with acl antitrypsin isoform patterns,'8
although not all studies found this
association.'920 A second type of inherited
osteoarthritis is associated with familial
calcium pyrophosphate deposition disease
(CPDD), which is characterised by the deposi-
tion of calcium containing crystals in joint tis-
sue, leading to arthritis-like symptoms. Early
onset CPDD has been described in several
large families in which the disease progresses to
severe degenerative osteoarthritis.2 22 In these
families, an autosomal dominant mode of

inheritance is observed, with an age at onset
between the second and fifth decades of life.2'22
A familial form of osteoarthritis with
prominent ocular involvement is the Sickler
syndrome, also known as the hereditary
arthro-ophthalmopathy.2' This syndrome is a
relatively common autosomal dominant
disease (1 in 10 000) characterised by vitreous
degeneration, retinal detachment, and prema-
ture degenerative joint disease. Several forms
of familial osteoarthritis associated with chon-
drodysplasia are also have an autosomal domi-
nant pattern of inheritance.24
The nature of the genetic influence in

osteoarthritis is speculative and may involve
either a structural defect (that is, collagen),
alterations in cartilage or bone metabolism, or
alternatively a genetic influence on a known
risk factor for osteoarthritis such as obesity.
Certain similarities exist with another common
disease of old age, osteoporosis, the trait for
bone density having an estimated heritability of
70-90%. Direct comparison is difficult,
however, given the vastly superior
methodology of bone densitometry compared
to radiographs. Proposed candidate genes in
the inheritance of osteoarthritis are the
collagen genes which encode the most
abundant proteins in the cartilage, with type II
collagen being the most abundant. There are
several reasons to suggest that the failure of the
collagenous component of articular cartilage
may be responsible for the degeneration of
joint tissue in osteoarthritis. First, collagen is
the main component of the organic matrix of
articular cartilage and plays an important role
in the maintenance of the biomechanical prop-
erties of cartilage.2' Second, the normal assem-
bly of cartilage collagen serves as a mechanical
constraint to prevent the expansion of the
highly hydrated proteoglycans into the large
hydrodynamic domains that are characteristic
of proteoglycans free in solution.26 A failure of
this would result in increased hydration of the
tissue, softening of the matrix, and cartilage
degradation. Third, it has become apparent in
recent years that articular cartilage contains a
remarkable degree of molecular complexity
with regard to the number of biochemical spe-
cies of collagen.27

Genetic linkage analysis of large kindred
populations were performed to examine the
involvement of candidate genes in inheritable
osteoarthritis. Two reports on three unrelated
families showed co-inheritance with primary
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generalised osteoarthritis with specific alleles
of the gene for type II pro-collagen (COL2A1)
on chromosome 12."'9 This allele has now
been cloned and found to be normal except for
a single base mutation at position 519 of the 1
(II) chain 30 which was found in all affected
members of a family but in none of the
unaffected or unrelated individuals. A further
study of generalised familial disease found that
two out of seven families had the mutation,
both of which had evidence of an associated
chondrodysplasia." Linkage between
COL2A1 and the development of osteoarthri-
tis has now been demonstrated in several fami-
lies.323" Linkage analysis of several Stickler syn-
drome kindred has shown that the disease is
linked to COL2A1 in approximately a quarter
to one half of families.4'5 No clear linkage has
been shown in CPDD. However, in a recent
study of a large New England family with early
onset CPDD and severe degenerative osteoar-
thritis,36 a genetic linkage was found between
the disease in this family and chromosome 8q,
suggesting that a defective gene at this location
may be responsible.
Although the available studies provide

conclusive evidence that mutations in
COL2A1 are present in affected individuals
from some families displaying the phenotype of
primary generalised osteoarthritis and mild
spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia, other studies
have shown that COL2A1 is not the disease
locus in other families with osteoarthritis.37
Primary generalised osteoarthritis may be a
heterogeneous disease at the genetic level and
mutations in genes other than COL2A1 may
be responsible for the occurrence of this
phenotype. For example, yet to be explored is
the role of mutations in the genes encoding the
minor collagen types (eg, IX, X, XI).
Transgenic mouse models with a central
deletion in the al chain of the type IX collagen
gene suggest that this gene may be important.38
Mice homozygous for the transgene have a
mild chondrodysplastic syndrome with dwarf-
ism, spinal involvement, and opthalmopathy.
In contrast, heterozygotes develop osteoarthri-
tis with no signs of chondrodysplasia.'8 The
role of the other extra cellular matrix proteins
will also need to be investigated. For example,
it is now feasible to test for osteoarthritis link-
age to such candidate genes as aggrecan, deco-
rin, and the link protein.39
There is currently little evidence that the

common forms of osteoarthritis are due to col-
lagen mutations. The families identified are
extremely rare and associated with mild chon-
drodysplasias. The small number of family
studies do not allow clear conclusions to be
drawn on the overall contribution ofgenetics to
disease in the population. A recent study used
gene specific highly polymorphic markers and
affected sibling pair analyses to investigate
genetic linkage between generalised osteoar-
thritis (GOA) and three cartilage matrix genes:
COL2A1 which encodes type II collagen,
CRTL1 which encodes the cartilage link
protein, and CRTM which encodes the
cartilage matrix protein.' The analyses showed
no linkage between GOA and the three genes

in the 38 sibling pairs examined. These results
suggest that COL2A1, CRTL1, and CRTM
are not major susceptibility loci for GOA. A
recent study analysed blood leucocyte DNA to
detect mutations in the gene for COL2A1 in
patients with cartilage diseases ranging from
early onset familial osteoarthritis to lethal
chondrodysplasias.4' Using the procedure
developed for analysis of the COL2A1 gene,
mutations were detected in only 2% ofpatients
with early onset familial osteoarthritis.
Although these percentages are minimum esti-
mates because all possible mutations in the
gene cannot be detected with this procedure,
this still suggests that only a low proportion of
osteoarthritis can be explained by this genetic
abnormality. Recently, promising new data
have suggested an association between
polymorphisms of the vitamin D receptor-
which has recently been associated with
osteoporosis-and early knee osteoarthritis.42
As some evidence suggests an inverse
association between these two common
condition,4"A5 it may be that some
polymorphisms of this gene may offer
protection against osteoarthritis. This will need
to be tested in larger studies.

Recently, a clear genetic influence was
shown using 500 unselected female twins aged
45-70 years who were screened radiologically
for osteoarthritis of the hands and knees.46 The
correlations of osteoarthritis disease status
were consistently twofold higher in 130 pairs of
identical compared to non-identical twins. The
influence ofgenetic factors was estimated to be
between 39% and 65%, independent of known
environmental or demographic confounding
variables. This genetic effect was consistent
whichever radiographic diagnosis of osteoar-
thritis was used (that is, osteophyte or narrow-
ing) and whether it was defined clinically as
knee pain or Heberden' s nodes. Both the tibi-
ofemoral and patellofemoral joints of the knee
had a genetic influence; only the proximal
interphalangeal joints failed to show a genetic
effect.
The available evidence suggests that genetic

factors have a major role in osteoarthritis. This
genetic influence has now been estimated to be
up to 65% in a recent twin study. Exciting work
has shown that mutations in the collagen type 2
are important in some rare, familial forms of
osteoarthritis. Further work is needed to isolate
the gene or genes involved in the pathogenesis
of this common, disabling condition.

Summary
The available evidence suggests that genetic
factors have a major role in osteoarthritis. It
has been believed for over 50 years that a
strong genetic component to certain forms of
osteoarthritis is present. This genetic influence
has now been estimated to be up to 65% in a
recent twin study. The nature of the genetic
influence in osteoarthritis is speculative and
may involve either a structural defect (that is,
collagen), alterations in cartilage or bone
metabolism, or alternatively a genetic influence
on a kiown risk factor for osteoarthritis such as
obesity. Exciting work has showed that
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mutations in the collagen type 2 are important
in some rare, familial forms of osteoarthritis.
Further work is needed on isolating the gene or

genes involved in the pathogenesis of this com-
mon, disabling condition.
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